EMS401: Developing with the TIBCO Enterprise Message Service™ 8.x Java API

COURSE OVERVIEW
This course provides hands-on experience implementing TIBCO Enterprise Message Service™ (EMS) software solutions. The course goes in depth to explore messaging options available as part of the Java Message Service API as well as useful extensions provided by the TIBCO EMS Server. Through lecture and hands-on labs participants will explore concepts and gain considerable practice coding JMS clients. A culminating lab challenges participants to code a messaging solution to an example business case using a broad combination of Enterprise Message Service messaging features. This course is taught in a Linux Environment.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
- Explore JMS messaging concepts and extension provided by the TIBCO EMS Server
- Examine EMS architecture, components and message structure
- Develop EMS clients using a variety of messaging types available in programming API
- Explore advanced features and practice coding a sample business case implementation

COURSE TOPICS
- JMS primary features and API overview
- Features and advantages of the TIBCO EMS Server
- Installation and configuration of the TIBCO EMS Server
- Message Producers, Message Consumers, Queues and Topics
- Static, Temporary, and Dynamic Destinations (including Destination Bridging)
- Synchronous consumption and asynchronous processing
- Creating a Queue Browser
- Transactions, delivery modes, and multi-threaded clients
- Administering JMS objects using the EMS Administration Tool
- TIBCO extensions (routing, fault-tolerance, message compression and load balancing)
- Securing JMS messages (digital certificates, SSL, JNDI lookups)
- Enterprise Message Service Administration API
- Hands-on sample solution implementation
- Implementing Java Authentication and Authorization Service (JAAS)

COURSE PREREQUISITES
- EMS351: TIBCO Enterprise Message Service™ Administration (recommended)
- Practical experience programming with Java

COURSE AUDIENCE
Developers

COURSE DESIGN
- Lecture: 40%
- Labs: 60%

COURSE LENGTH
- 2 Days

DELIVERY OPTIONS
- Classroom
- LiveOnline

COURSE RATING
Courses are rated from one to five, with five checks indicating most technically challenging.

RECOMMENDED COURSE
EMS351: TIBCO Enterprise Message Service™ Administration (recommended)
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